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We determine the scattered near-field and directly emitted power of a heated spherical nanopar-
ticle above a sample within the framework of fluctuational electrodynamics using the dipole ap-
proximation. We find deviation of our results from previously obtained results. Additionally, we
show that in a configuration where the nanoparticle is heated with respect to its environment the
scattered power of the near field of the sample is strictly zero. Only when the sample is heated or
the temperature of the surrounding of the sample is lowered the scattered power will give a contri-
bution. Our results indicate that for the interpretation of near-field imaging setups as the Thermal
Infrared Near-field Spectroscope (TINS) not only the scattering of the near-field but also the direct
emission of the tip plays a role.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades different kinds of scanning ther-
mal microscopes have been developed, which enable one
to measure the thermal near-field either by scattering it
into the far field, or by direct near-field energy trans-
fer. A first near-field scanning thermal microscope of
such kind has been build up in the research group of De
Wilde [1]. This so-called Thermal Radiation Scanning
Tunneling Microscope (TRSTM) in principle is a simple
s-SNOM, which works without any external illumination.
Therefore it scatters the thermal near-field of a heated
sample at the apex of the sharp TRSTM tip into the far
field. The far-field signal obtained in this manner can be
decomposed into its different frequency parts, so that the
TRSTM makes it possible to measure spectra of the ther-
mal near-field in the vicinity of a sample [2]. In order to
obtain signals which are large enough to be measurable
it is necessary to heat the samples by 100 to 200 K.

A similar AFM-based near-field scanning thermal mi-
croscope, the so-called Thermal Infrared Near-field Spec-
troscope (TINS) has been set up in the group of
Raschke [3, 4]. A key difference between the TINS and
the TRSTM consists in heating up the microscope tip
for TINS instead of the sample. The far-field signal
emitted by the heated tip can again be decomposed in
its frequency components using Fourier-Transform In-
frared Spectroscopy (FTIR). Therefore, both TINS and
TRSTM allow for measuring the spectra of the thermal
near-field of a given sample.

A third near-field scanning thermal microscope, the
so-called Scanning Noise Microscope (SNoiM) has been
constructed in the group of Komiyama and has been ad-
vanced by the group of An [5–7]. As the TRSTM, the
SNoiM in principle is an s-SNOM without external illu-
mination. The important difference between the SNoiM
and the TRSTM consists in the fact that the SNoiM has
an ultra-sensitive single-photon detector which is working

at cryogenic temperatures of 4.2 K. Due to this specific
detector even very weak signals can be measured, to the
effect that for the SNoiM measurement it is not necessary
to heat up the microscope tip or the sample, as it is nec-
essary for the TRSTM or TINS. Consequently, SNoiM
is used to measure signals keeping the microscope and
the sample at room temperature. However, in contrast
to the TRSTM or TINS the present SNoiM setup can
only measure signals at a single wavelength of 14.5 mi-
crometers [7]. Therefore it cannot be used to get a full
spectrum of the thermal near-field in its current stage of
development.

The first theoretical models for the TRSTM, TINS,
and SNoiM were based on the assumption that the fore-
most part of the microscopes’ probes can be regarded as
a small sphere which can be described as dipole in the
long-wavelength regime. Therefore, to lowest order the
signals should be proportional to the photonic local den-
sity of states (LDOS) at the position of the microscope
tip [1, 3–5, 7]. As a consequence, the measured signals
were compared with the LDOS. An improved theoretical
description has been brought forward recently by directly
calculating the near-field signal which is scattered by a
small sphere or ellipsoid into the far-field [8–10]. These
models seem to give quite good agreement with the mea-
sured spectra in TRSTM and TINS [2, 10]

In this work, we aim to revisit the theoretical descrip-
tion of the signal in the TINS based on the dipole model.
In this model, one assumes that the AFM tip can be ap-
proximated by a nanosized spherical particle which has a
temperature Tp larger than the temperature of the sur-
rounding Ts consisting mainly of the sample. The power
of thermal radiation P p directly emitted by this spherical
particle will be measured by the detector. Furthermore,
one might expect that also the near-field of the sample
which is scattered into the far field by the particle will
give another contribution P sc to the measured signal.
Both contributions have been determined previously in
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Ref. [8] using the concept of dressed polarizability and
fluctuational electrodynamics. Here, we will show that
the scattered power can only contribute to the TINS sig-
nal if the sample is heated. Additionally, we show that
this scattered contribution P sc is for distances zp ≫ R
in general much smaller than the direct emission P p for
AFM tips which are much smaller than the thermal wave-
length λth which is about 10 µm for temperatures around
300K. Therefore, we show that models based on the
scattering approach as in Refs. [3, 4, 9, 10] are probably
not appropriate for the description of the TINS signal.
By comparison of our expression for P p with the corre-
sponding one from Ref. [8] we find that the expression
in Ref. [8] is incorrect. Finally, we present some numer-
ical results for the spectral power of the scattered and
direct contribution as well as the results for the full dis-
tant dependent power for both cases and discuss certain
consequences for TINS.
Our work is organized as follows: In Sec. II we intro-

duce the dipole model and the considered configuration.
The contribution of the emitted heat of a nanoparticle
above a planar sample is determined in Sec. IV based on
the fluctuational fields created by the nanoparticle from
Sec. III. The resulting expression for the emitted power
is compared with an existing one from the literature in
Sec. V and some simple limiting cases are discussed in
Sec. VI. In Sec. VII we determine the scattered power,
i.e. the contributions of the induced dipole moments due
to the interaction of the nanoparticle with the fluctuating
fields of the environment yielding the known expression
for the scattered thermal power. The full scattered power
is then determined in Sec. VIII and numerical results are
discussed in Sec. IX and compared with experimental re-
sults from TINS. Finally, in Sec. X we conclude with a
discussion and short summary.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

We want to derive an analytical expression for the
amount of energy per second which is emitted by a ther-
mally radiating small spherical particle with radiusR at a
distance zp above a planar surface of a substrate. To this
end we assume that the particle is in local thermal equi-
librum at a given temperature Tp surrounded by an envi-
ronment at temperature Ts and that it can be described
within the dipole model. The dipole model is valid if
the particle has a radius R ≪ λth much smaller than
the dominant thermal wavelength λth. Furthermore, the
dipole model is valid for distances zp sufficiently larger
than the radius. For distances zp on the same order as the
radius contributions of higher multipole moments have to
be added to have a full description [11, 12].
With these asumptions the mean power emitted into

the far-field is determined by the expression

〈P p〉 =

∫

z>zp

d2x 〈Sz(z)〉, (1)

z

z

p

Tp

Ts

Ts

Sample

zS 

Figure 1: Sketch of the considered configuration: A nanopar-
ticle of radius R is in a distance zp above a sample. The
surrounding environment of the nanoparticle is in thermal
equilibrium at temperature Ts and the nanoparticle is slightly
heated up or cooled down so that it has the temperature Tp.
The emitted power into the far-field which can be detected
in the TINS setup can be determined by integrating the z
component of the mean Poynting vector over the surface at
position z.

where the brackets symbolize the ensemble average. The
surface integral of the z component of the mean Poynting
vector

〈Sz(z)〉 =

∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
〈Sω,z〉 (2)

with (j, k = x, y, z)

〈Sω,z〉 = 2Re
(

ǫzjk〈Ej(r, ω)H
∗

k (r, ω)〉
)

(3)

is performed over a planar surface parallel to the sur-
face of the substrate at a distance z greater than zp as
sketched in Fig. 1. Note that here we use the Einstein
convention and we have introduced the Levi-Civita ten-
sor ǫijk.

III. FLUCTUATING FIELDS

In order to determine the mean Poynting vector it
is necessary to calculate the fluctuating electromagnetic
fields E(r, ω) and H(r, ω) which are produced by the
thermally fluctuating charges inside the nanoparticle.
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Within the dipole model these sources of the fluctuating
fields can be described by a fluctuating dipole moment pfl

at the position rp of the nanoparticle. The total electric
field at position r can then be expressed formally as

E(r, ω) = µ0ω
2
G

E(r, rp, ω) · p (4)

introducing the electric Green function GE(r, rp) of the
given environment and the total dipole moment

p = pfl + pind (5)

which consists of the fluctuating dipole moment pfl de-
scribing the thermal sources inside the nanoparticle and
the induced dipole moment pind. For an homogeneous
isotropic and spherical nanoparticle with permittivity
ǫp(ω) the relation between the induced dipole moment
and the electric field is

pind = ǫ0α̃(ω)E(rp, ω) (6)

with the ’naked’ polarizability

α̃(ω) = 4πR3 ǫp(ω)− 1

ǫp(ω) + 2
. (7)

Inserting the expression for the total dipole moment into
Eq. (4) we find

E(r, ω) = µ0ω
2
G

E(r, rp, ω) · D̃
−1 · pfl (8)

which is the expression of the full fluctuating electric field
produced by the fluctuating sources taking into account
all the multiple interactions with the environment via the
term

D̃ = 1− k20α̃G
E(rp, rp, ω) (9)

where 1 is the unit matrix and k0 := ω/c is the wave
number in free space. Since the electric and magnetic
field are connected by Faraday’s law

H(r, ω) =
1

iωµ0
∇×E(r, ω) (10)

we can instantly express the magnetic fluctuating field
produced by the thermal sources as

H(r, ω) = µ0ω
2
G

H(r, rp, ω) · D̃
−1 · pfl (11)

by introducing the magnetic Green’s function as

G
H(r, rp, ω) =

1

iωµ0
∇×G

E(r, rp, ω). (12)

Now, the Green tensor can be decomposed in a vacuum
part and a scattered part

G
E(rp, rp, ω) = G

E,0(rp, rp, ω) +G
E,sc(rp, rp, ω). (13)

It is well-known that the real part of the Green ten-
sor GE,0(rp, rp, ω) is divergent so that D is divergent as

well. This unphysical results stems from the fact that
the nanoparticle has been replaced by a point dipole. As
described in large detail in Refs. [13] this anomaly can be
circumvented by considering a finite particle. In this case
one obtains similar results as above but with D̃ contain-
ing only the scattered part of the Green’s function and
the polarizability α̃ replaced by the dressed polarizabil-
ity α. Hence, the correct expressions for the fluctuating
fields are

E(r, ω) = µ0ω
2
G

E(r, rp, ω) ·D
−1 · pfl, (14)

H(r, ω) = µ0ω
2
G

H(r, rp, ω) ·D
−1 · pfl (15)

with

D = 1− k20αG
E,sc(rp, rp, ω) (16)

and the dressed polarizability

α(ω) =
α̃(ω)

1− i
k3
0

6π α̃(ω)
. (17)

Note, that for the isotropic nanoparticle the matrix D is
diagonal so that it can be written in the simple form
Dij = Diiδij with the diagonal elements Dii. It is

known that the radiation correction term −i
k3
0

6π α̃(ω) in
the dressed polarizability is important for energy conser-
vation [14]. Here, in the context of thermal radiation, it
will be important to have a vanishing heat flux at thermal
equilibrium as will be seen in Sec. VIII.

IV. EMITTED POWER

With the expressions for the fields in terms of the
Green function we can now evaluate the z component
of the mean spectral Poynting vector. First, we obtain
straight forwardly

〈Sω,z〉 = εzjk〈EjH
∗

k 〉+ c.c.

= µ2
0ω

4εzjkG
E
jlD

−1
ll G

H∗

kmD
−1∗
mm〈pfll p

fl∗

m 〉+ c.c.
(18)

This expression can be further simplified by making use
of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for the fluctuating
dipole moments which is given by [15]

〈pfll p
fl∗

m 〉 =
2ε0χ

ω
Θ(Tp)δlm (19)

with

χ = Im(α) −
k30
6π

|α|2 =
Im(α̃)

∣

∣1−
ik3

0

6π α̃
∣

∣

2
(20)

and the thermal part of the mean energy of a harmonic
oscillator

Θ(T ) =
~ω

e
~ω

kBT − 1
. (21)
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Inserting the fluctuation-dissipation theorem in the ex-
pression for the mean spectral Poynting vector we find

〈Sω,z〉 = 2µ0
ω3

c2
χΘ(Tp)εzjkG

E
jl

∣

∣Dll

∣

∣

−2
G

H†

lk + c.c. (22)

Before we can further evaluate the Poynting vector we
need to specify the electric and magnetic Green function
for our given geometry. It can be expressed as

G
E/H(r, rp, ω) =

∫

d2κ

(2π)2
eiκ·(x−xp)G

E/H(κ, z, ω) (23)

using the notation x = (x, y)t and κ = (kx, ky)
t with the

integrand

G
E(κ, z, ω) =

ieiγ0(z−zp)

2γ0





∑

i=s,p

a
+
i (k0)⊗ a

+
i (k0)





+
ieiγ0(z+zp)

2γ0





∑

i=s,p

ria
+
i (k0)⊗ a

−

i (k0)



 .

(24)

The magnetic expression GH(κ, z, ω) can be obtained
from GE(κ, z, ω) by simply replacing the left hand vector
a+p by a+s /ωµ0 and a+s by −a+p /ωµ0. These vectors are
the polarization vectors for the s- and p-polarization

a
±

s (k) =
k± × ez

√

(k± × ez)
2
, (25)

a
±

p (k) =
a
±
s × k±

√

(

a
±
s × k±

)2
(26)

which are defined with respect to the surface normal ez
and the wave vector k± = (κ,±γ0), where we have in-
troduced the wavenumber in vacuum perpendicular to
the interface γ0 =

√

k20 − κ2. Furthermore, we have in-
troduced the Fresnel reflection coefficients for s- and p-
polarized light

rs =
γ0 − γ1
γ0 + γ1

, (27)

rp =
ε1γ0 − γ1
ε1γ0 + γ1

(28)

which contain the permittivity of the substrate ǫ1(ω) and
the wavenumber perpendicular to the interface inside of
the medium γ1 =

√

k20ǫ1 − κ2.
Now, we have finally all the ingredients to determine

the emitted power in Eq. (1). Eventually we obtain the
final expression for the spectral emitted power which can
be written as

P p
ω = k30χΘ(Tp)

[

Ixx
|Dxx|2

+
Izz

|Dzz|2

]

. (29)

with

Ixx =

∫ k0

0

dκ

2π

κ

k0γ0

[

∣

∣1 + rse
2iγ0zp

∣

∣

2

+

(

1−
κ2

k20

)

∣

∣1− rpe
2iγ0zp

∣

∣

2
]

,

(30)

Izz =

∫ k0

0

dκ

2π

κ3

k30γ0

∣

∣1 + rpe
2iγ0zp

∣

∣

2
]

(31)

and

Dxx/zz = 1− k20αG
EE,Sc
xx/zz(rp, rp). (32)

As expected, the emitted power does not depend on the
position z of the surface over which we have integrated
and it also does not depend on the lateral position xp =
(xp, yp)

t of the particle due to the translation symmetry
within the x-y plane. But of course, the emitted power
depends on the distance zp of the particle to the interface.
Note, that the emitted heat flux is due to propagating
waves with κ ≤ k0 only. Nonetheless, evanescent modes
with κ > k0 contribute in the near-field interaction with
the surface via the terms [17]

G
EE,sc
xx (rp, rp) =

∫ ∞

0

dκ

2π

iκe2iγ0zp

4γ0

(

rs − rp
γ2
0

k20

)

, (33)

G
EE,sc
zz (rp, rp) =

∫ ∞

0

dκ

2π

iκe2iγ0zp

4γ0
2rp

κ2

k20
(34)

in the prefactors Dxx/zz.
Before we compare our result to the literature, let us

rewrite the expression for P (ω) in terms of the undressed
polarizability α̃. To this end, we insert Eq. (20) into
Eq. (29) and obtain

P p
ω = k30Im(α̃)Θ(Tp)

[

Ixx

|D̃xx|2
+

Izz

|D̃zz|2

]

. (35)

with

D̃xx/zz = 1−
ik30
6π

α̃− k20α̃G
EE,Sc
xx/zz(rp, rp). (36)

From the expressions for the denominators D̃xx/zz it
becomes obvious that the above procedure for regulat-
ing the divergence of GE,0(rp, rp) by introducing the
dressed polarizability is equivalent to replacing the di-
vergent term −k20α̃G

E,0(rp, rp) in the expression of D̃ in

Eq. (9) by the radiation correction −
ik3

0

6π α̃.

V. COMPARISON WITH LITERATURE

First, we want to compare our result with an expres-
sion for the heat flux which has been given in Eq. (44) in
Ref. [8]. There the expression

P ′

ω = k30Θ(Tp)

[

Im(αxx)Ixx + Im(αzz)Izz

]

(37)
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with

αxx/zz =
α̃

1− k20α̃G
EE,Sc
xx/zz(rp, rp)

. (38)

is given without derivation. We have simplified the
expression for the the electric response and present it
here in our notation. To compare this expression with,
for example, our Eq. (35) we explicit the formulas for
Im(αxx/zz) which are

Im(αxx/yy) =
Im(α̃) + |α̃|2k20Im(GE,sc

xx/zz)

|Dxx/zz|2
. (39)

This expression is obviously different from ours. In par-
ticular, it does not contain the radiation losses in the
denominator. These radiation losses are in the infrared
for nanoparticles in most cases negligble so that this dif-
ference is not very crucial. What is more disturbing is
the fact that the expression for P ′

ω gives by virtue of the
second term in Im(αxx/yy) for the flux a contribution

proportional to Im(GE,sc
xx/zz), i.e. an emitted power which

is proportional to mainly the partial photonic electrical
local density of states [18–20]. redNote that there should
be no direct evanescent contribution to the radiated heat
flux as suggested by the expression P ′

ω . The heat flux
is entirely due to propagating waves. Hence, our expres-
sion P p

ω is also a qualitative correction of the expression
Pω even though the quantitative difference is in most
cases small. Since in Ref. [8] there is no derivation of
the expression (37) we have no possibility to trace back
the source of the difference. Nonetheless, we will see in
Sec. VIII that a part of the scattered power has the form
of Eq. (37) but with temperature Ts instead of tempera-
ture Tp.

VI. LIMITING CASES

Let us first consider the case of a perfect metal with
rs = −1 and rp = 1 taking zp → ∞. Then we obtain

P p
ω → 2Θ(Tp)

k30
π

Im(α̃)
∣

∣1−
ik3

0

6π α̃
∣

∣

2
≡ P vac(ω). (40)

This result should correspond to the full power P vac(ω)
emitted by a nanoparticle in free space, because due to
the totally reflecting substrate all the energy which is
emitted into negative z direction will be reflected. By
taking zp → ∞ we have furthermore turned off possible
interference effects of the emitted and reflected thermal
light. By comparing P vac(ω) with the textbook value in
Ref. [16] we find full agreement if we neglect the radiation

correction term −
ik3

0

6π α̃ which has not been considered
in Ref. [16]. Now, by setting the reflection coefficients
rs = rp = 0 we obtain from Eq. (35)

P p
ω =

1

2
P vac(ω). (41)

Therefore we obtain merely half of the emitted power
P vac(ω) because our expression only takes into account
the part emitted in positive z direction. We note, that the
erroneous expression P ′(ω) in Eq. (37) gives the correct
limits for both cases but without the radiation correction.
For very small distances the emitted power is given by

a constant value which is determined by the expression
for P (ω) setting zp = R. For large distances zp → ∞ it
is easy to show that the emitted power converges to the
distance-independent value

P p
ω →

P vac

4

[

2 +

∫ k0

0

dκ
κ

k0γ0

(

|rs|
2 + |rp|

2
)

]

≡ P∞(ω).

(42)
From this expression one can instantly see that the emit-
ted power in the case of rp = rs = 0 results in P vac(ω)/2
which is the smallest possible value for zp → ∞. On
the other hand for the perfect metal case one obtains
again P vac(ω). Therefore we have P vac/2 ≤ P ≤ P vac

for zp → ∞. For intermediate distances we can employ
the method of stationary phase to obtain a good approx-
imation of the emitted power. We find

P p
ω ≈ P∞(ω)

+
P vac

4

2

k20zp
Re

(

1−
√

ε(ω)

1 +
√

ε(ω)
ei(2k0zp−

π
4
)

)

.
(43)

Obviously, the emitted power is oscillating around the
value P∞(ω) due to the interference of the emitted power
in the positive z direction and the reflected power. It is
expected that this interference effect sets in for distances
zp on the order of the wavelength. For the integrated
power we expect therefore an oscillatory behaviour for
distances on the order of λth.

VII. SCATTERED POWER

Now, we want to contrast the results for the emitted
power of the nanoparticle with the scattered power. This
can be done, by assuming that the particle is immersed
in the thermally fluctuating electric and magnetic fields
Es and Hs of its surrounding which is considered to be
in equilibrium at a temperature Ts. In this case the total
field at a position r can be described by the fields of the
surrounding plus the contribution of the induced dipole
moment of the nanoparticle

E(r) = µ0ω
2
G

E(r, rp) · p
ind +Es(r)

= k20α̃G
E(r, rp) · E(rp) +Es(r).

(44)

Solving this equation for the total field at the position of
the particle gives E(rp) = D̃−1 · Es(rp). Hence we en-

counter again the problem of the divergence in D̃. With
the same procedure as before we find

E(r) = k20αG
E(r, rp) ·D

−1 · Es(rp) +Es(r) (45)
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using the dressed polarizability. The first term clearly
gives the contribution of the induced dipole moment, so
that the electric and magnetic fields scattered by the
nanoparticle are given by

Esc(r, ω) = k20αG
E(r, rp, ω) ·D

−1 · Es(rp), (46)

Hsc(r, ω) = k20αG
H(r, rp, ω) ·D

−1 ·Es(rp). (47)

Using these expressions we can determine the z compo-
nent of the mean Poynting vector by virtue of the known
relation [17] 〈Es

nE
s
l
∗〉 = 〈|Es

l |
2〉δnl giving

〈Ssc
ω,z〉 = k40 |α|

2εzjkG
E
jl

∣

∣Dll

∣

∣

−2
G

H†

lk 〈|Es
l |

2〉+ c.c. (48)

This Poynting vector has clearly exactly the same math-
ematical structure as the expression in Eq. (22). Obvi-
ously, both equations can be converted into one another
by making the replacement

2µ0ω
3

c2
χΘ(Tp)|Dll|

−1 ↔ |α|2k40 |Dll|
−1〈|Es

l |
2〉. (49)

Therefore we can directly obtain from the expression in
Eq. (35) the power scattered in positive z direction. We
obtain for the scattered power

P sc
ω = ck40 |α̃|

2

[ ǫ0
2 〈|E

s
x|

2〉

|D̃xx|2
Ixx +

ǫ0
2 〈|E

s
z|

2〉

|D̃zz|2
Izz

]

. (50)

This expression is apart from the radiation correction
the same expression as in Eq. (38) from Ref. [8] and it
is the same as the corresponding expression in [21]. To
evaluate it we need the well-known expressions for the x
and z components of the mean spectral electrical energy
density which is given as [17, 19, 20]

ǫ0
2
〈|Es

x/z |
2〉 =

k0
c
Θ(Ts)ImG

E
xx/zz

=
k0
c
Θ(Ts)

(

k0
6π

+ ImG
E,sc
xx/zz

)

.
(51)

As for the radiated power the scattered power is due
to the propagating modes with κ ≤ k0. Nonetheless,
due to the interaction with the near field of the interface
there is also an evanescent contribution in 〈|Es

x/z |
2〉 and

D̃xx/zz. It has to be noted that for zp → 0 the scattered

power does not diverge because 〈|Es
x/z|

2〉 ∝ 1/z3p but

|D̃xx/zz|
2 ∝ 1/z6p! This is due to the term proportional

to the scattered part of the Green function in D̃xx/zz

which is very important in the near-field regime close to
a resonance of the particle or surface. This is, in partic-
ular, the case in TINS where the spectra of surface mode
resonances are measured. The radiation-correction term
is in this situation negligibly small.
In a similar fashion as before we can again discuss dif-

ferent limiting cases. For convenience we only discuss
the case rs = rp = 0. Then we simply obtain for the

scattered thermal radiation the value for the scattered
thermal photon gas, which is

P sc
ω =

k60
6π2

Θ(Ts)
|α̃|2

∣

∣1−
ik3

0

6π α̃
∣

∣

2
. (52)

For perfect reflection and zp → ∞ we obtain again twice
this result. In both special cases it can be nicely seen
that P sc

ω ∝ (Rk0)
6, whereas for the directly emitted part

we have P p
ω ∝ (Rk0)

3. Hence one can expect to have
a domination of P p over P sc for spheres with R ≪ λ.
Note, that this condition is not very strict, because close
to a resonance |α̃|2 ≫ Im(α̃).

VIII. CONTRIBUTION OF SCATTERED

POWER IN TINS?

In the last section, we have determined the scattered
power by focusing on the fields which are inducing a
dipole moment in the nanoparticle. But this is not giving
the full expression for the scattered power. In order to
get the full expression it is necessary to determine the
mean Poynting vector starting with the full expressions
of the fields in Eq. (45), i.e. we need work with

E(r) = k20αG
E(r, rp) ·D

−1 · Es(rp) +Es(r), (53)

H(r) = k20αG
H(r, rp) ·D

−1 ·Es(rp) +Hs(r). (54)

Then we obtain for the z component of the full mean
Poynting vector

〈Ssc,f
z,ω 〉 = 〈Ssc

z,ω〉

+ ǫijzk
2
0αG

E
ikD

−1
kk 〈E

s
k(rp)H

s
j
∗(r)〉

+ ǫijzk
2
0α

∗
G

H
jk

∗
D−1

kk

∗
〈Es

i (r)E
s
k
∗(rp)〉

+ ǫijz〈E
s
i (r)H

s
j
∗(r)〉

+ c.c.

(55)

The first term on the right hand side is just the contribu-
tion discussed in the last section. One can see that there
are extra terms which have to be considered in general
as well.
If we assume, as before, that the fields Es and Hs are

in thermal equilibrium at temperature Ts, then the cor-
relation function of the electric and magnetic fields are
given by [23]

〈Hs
j
∗(r)Es

k(rp)〉 = 2ωµ0Θ(Ts)iRe
[

G
H
jk(r, rp)

]

(56)

〈Es
i (r)E

s
k
∗(rp)〉 = 2ωµ0Θ(Ts)Im

[

G
E
ik(r, rp)

]

(57)

where we have as before neglected the zero-point contri-
bution. Inserting the mixed correlation function of the
electric and magnetic field the last term in Eq. (55) gives
zero so that in our equilibrium situation the direct mean
energy flow from the sourrounding field vanishes as it
should be. The second and third term of Eq. (55) can be
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summed up so that we obtain by using the correlation
functions the expression

〈Ssc,f
z,ω 〉 = 〈Ssc

z,ω〉+ 〈Sextra
z,ω 〉 (58)

with

〈Sextra
z,ω 〉 = −2µ0

ω3

c2
Θ(Ts)ǫijzIm

(

α

Dkk

)

×G
E
ik(r, rp)G

H
jk

∗
(r, rp) + c.c.

(59)

The extra term has again a similar structure as express-
sion (22) so that we can easily obtain the final result for
the power flowing through the interface at position z by
replacing

χ|D−1
kk |

2Θ(Tp) ↔ −Im
(

αD−1
kk

)

Θ(Ts). (60)

We then find that the extra term gives a spectral power
of

P extra
ω = −k30Θ(Ts)

[

Im

(

α

Dxx

)

Ixx + Im

(

α

Dzz

)

Izz

]

= −k30Θ(Ts)Im(α̃)

[

Ixx

|D̃xx|2
+

Izz

|D̃zz|2

]

− k50Θ(Ts)|α̃|
2

[

IxxImGE,sc
xx

|D̃xx|2
+

IzzImGE,sc
zz

|D̃zz|2

]

−
k60
6π

Θ(Ts)|α̃|
2

[

Ixx

|D̃xx|2
+

Izz

|D̃zz|2

]

.

(61)

Apart from the overall sign and the radiation correction
(in D̃xx/zz and the last term) and the different temper-
ature this is just the same expression as in Eq. (37). We
can only guess that the expression Eq. (37) has been
obtained in the same way as P extra

ω but by taking the
wrong temperature. Therefore, we find for the full emit-
ted power in the configuration as shown in Fig. 1 the
expression

Pω = P p
ω + P sc

ω + P extra
ω

= k30
(

Θ(Tp)−Θ(Ts)
)

Im(α̃)

[

Ixx

|D̃xx|2
+

Izz

|D̃zz|2

]

.

(62)

Hence, the scattered contribution P sc
ω does not contribute

at all if the environment of the nanoparticle is in equilib-
rium. Furthermore, the above expressions clearly shows
that there is no emitted power if Ts = Tp as expected in
global equilibrium. Note, that neglecting the radiation-
correction term would lead to a nonzero heat flux in
global thermal equiblibrium, because the vacuum con-
tribution in P sc

ω is in this case not cancelled by the
radiation-correction term in P extra

ω . Hence, it is impor-
tant to retain the radiation-correction term for having
a thermodynamically consistent result. For experiments
like TINS where the sample is not additionally heated

one would therefore expect only contributions which are
directly emitted by the tip. On the other hand, in the ex-
periments of De Wilde in Refs. [1, 2] the tip is held at the
same temperature as the environment, but the samples
are heated. Therfore in this experiment also the scattered
contribution has to be taken into account in general. For
the SNoiM in Refs. [5, 7] the tip and the sample are at
ambient temperature but the surrounding radiation field
of both sample and tip is cooled down so that the here
made calculations cannot directly be applied.

IX. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Let us first discuss the distance dependence of the
emitted and scattered power P p and P sc as can be ob-
tained by frequency integration of the spectral powers in
Eq. (35) and (50). For the permittivity of the nanopar-
ticle we take the values for Si from Ref. [22], and for
the sample we use the permittivity of SiC from Ref. [24]
since in the TINS experiments of Raschke a Si AFM tip
has been used to study a SiC sample. As can be seen
in Fig. 2 the distance dependence for P p and P sc are in
general quite different. P p shows significant oscillations
for distances zp on the order of λth. When making the
distance smaller the value of P p first drops and then in-
creases again for distances zp just before contact with
the sample. The variation of P p as function of distance
is very small. On the other hand, for P sc the oscillations
at zp ≈ λth are not so well pronounced and for distances
zp below λth the value of P sc increases monotonically
like 1/z3p. Therefore the variation of P sc as function of
distance is large and a clear near-field enhancement is
observable. Furthermore, for all shown parameters the
emitted power is below 1pW! In Ref. [3] a TINS signal
on the order of 20-100pW is measured. Therefore, this
indicates that the thermal emission does not stem from
the formost part of the AFM tip which has only a radius
of approximately 20 nm but from a part of the AFM tip
which has at least a radius larger than 100 nm. Further
investigations of the impact of the tip geometry and the
contribution of higher multipole moments are needed in
order to clarify this point further.
In Figs. 3 and 4 we show some numerical results for P p

ω

and P sc
ω for R = 20 nm and R = 500 nm. It can be seen

that both quantities P p
ω and P sc

ω show a redshift of the
surface mode resonance frequency of the SiC sample at
948 cm−1. This redshift can be easily about 10 cm−1 and
when considering a more spheroidal shape of the parti-
cle it can also be larger as shown for P sc

ω in Ref. [10].
Therefore, the fact that the TINS signal of Ref. [4] spec-
tra which show such a redshift could be fitted is no proof
that the measured signal is due to the scattering part.
The only argument in favor of P sc

ω is that in Ref. [4]
a large increasement of the signal for distances below 2
microns is measured. P p

ω does not show such a large in-
creasement. Actually, the signal of P p

ω first drops when
decreasing the distance and then slighly increases for very
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Figure 2: Log-log plot of the full emitted power P
p and P

sc

for Tp = 700K and Ts = 300K as a function of the distance
zp normalized to the radius R for different radii R = 20 nm
and 100 nm. The nanoparticle is assumed to be made of Si
and the sample is made of SiC.

small distances zp ≈ R.

X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We find that for a TINS measurement where only the
AFM tip itself is heated the contribution of the scattered
near-field radiation is exactly zero and the signal should
be that of the directly emitted part. Nonetheless, the
properties of the sample are included in the thermal ra-
diation of the heated nanoparticle into the far field due
to the near-field interaction with the interface. When
heating up the sample as well, then we expect to have
contributions of the scattered P sc and directly radiated
part P p. Our simple calculations indicate that the tip
size which contributes to the TINS signal must be much
larger than R = 100 nm in order to obtain signals on the
order of several pW. Both spectra P p

ω and P sc
ω can explain

the red-shift measured in TINS, whereas an enhancement
of the TINS signal for relatively large distances can only
be explained by P sc

ω . Hence, these results indicate that
the interaction volume in TINS is much larger than the
foremost part of the AFM of approximately 50 nm [4].
Further investigations which take into account the actual
geometry of the used AFM tips are necessary to have a
clear understanding of the signal measured by TINS.
To summarize, we have determined the overall thermal

heat flux of a nanoparticle above a planar surface which
is heated or cooled with respect to its environment within
the dipole approximation. We have determined the an-
alytical expression for the directly emitted mean power
〈P p〉 of the nanoparticle and the scattered power 〈P sc〉
together with the contribution 〈P extra〉. We find that a
previously found expression 〈P p〉 is erraneous. In the
case where the surrounding of the particle is in equilib-
rium at one temperature then 〈P p〉 contributes only.
Hence, for experimental setups like TINS where a hot
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Figure 3: Plot of the spectral emitted power P
p
ω

(top) and
P

sc
ω

(bottom) for Tp = 700K and Ts = 300K for different
distances zp for a fixed radius R = 20 nm. The nanoparticle
is assumed to be made of Si and the sample is made of SiC.
The vertical line corresponds to the surface mode resonance
of SiC at 948 cm−1.

AFM tip is used to scan sample surfaces one would expect
that the signal is due to the direct emission of the AFM
tip and not due to the scattered thermal near-field ra-
diation. In those TINS and TRSTM experiments where
the sample is heated 〈P sc〉 will also contribute and might
give a dominant contribution if the size of the tips which
scatter the thermal near-field into far-field is comparable
to the thermal wavelength. Our spectral results for the
emitted and scattered power show that both the directly
and the scattered power show a spectral shift of the near-
field resonance of the phonon-polariton modes of a SiC
sample as has been found in the TINS and TRSTM ex-
periments so that from the spectra alone it is not evident
if the experiments measure P sc

ω or P p
ω or a combination

of both. Further investigations on the impact of the tip
size and shape are necessary to shed more light on the
signal measured in TINS and TRSTM.
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Figure 4: As in Fig. 3 but with R = 500 nm.
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